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                   The Mountain Warbler 
Newsletter of the Highlands Plateau Audubon Society – April 2017 

Cashiers – Franklin – Highlands – Scaly Mountain 
www.highlandsaudubonsociety.org  

The mission of the Highlands Plateau Audubon Society is to provide opportunities to enjoy and learn about  
birds and other wildlife and to promote conservation and restoration of the habitats that support them. 

 
The Nest Box Edition 
 In this edition of The Mountain Warbler, we are pleased to present the results from three separate 
monitoring studies of our nest boxes with nesting information regarding Carolina Chickadees, Eastern 
bluebirds, House Wrens, Tree Swallows and Tufted Titmice. In addition to the amazing efforts of our 
volunteers to monitor 152 nest boxes in Macon and Jackson counties, we also had faculty and a graduate 
student from Western Carolina University monitor a subset of those boxes, while a faculty member at Young 
Harris College started a satellite monitoring project in and around campus using HPAS nest boxes.  
 These data sets produce findings that converge in important ways and diverge in other informative ways, 
the details of which will be studied by our Nest Box Committee and our academic colleagues. This is certainly a 
chapter-wide effort, and it would not be possible without each and every one of you. Thank you, and enjoy. 
 
From the President . . . 
      

     One Size May Not Fit All 
There are in fact several interesting ‘take home messages’ from our chapter’s experiences with nest box 

monitoring, however, for the sake of newsletter space, this note will focus on one of our original postulates that 
we set out to investigate with the help of those of you who have been good nest box landlords and observers. 

Background and hypothesis: Dr. Mark Stanback, a behavioral ecologist at Davidson College, has 
previously noted that providing nest boxes with smaller diameter entrance holes can provide a significant 
nesting advantage for the diminutive Brown-headed Nuthatches, a lower altitude species that must compete for 
nesting cavities with larger bird species (e.g., Eastern Bluebirds, and invasive European Starlings and English 
Sparrows). Dr. Standback’s observation was part of the initial motivation for our mountain nest box studies. 
Simply put, we became curious if there might be preferences/advantages afforded to small, mountain, cavity-
nesting species by offering artificial nest cavities with alternately sized entrance holes (larger 1 ½” diameter 
entrance holes versus smaller 1 1/8” diameter openings)?  HPAS set out one about 150 boxes in Macon and 
Jackson counties, NC, and provided another set of 50 boxes that were set out around Young Harris, Georgia.  

Results: Most of our two primary study areas have been only marginally suitable habitat for the 
primarily coastal and Piedmont-dwelling Brown-headed Nuthatches. Only one pair of Brown-headed Nuthatch 
availed themselves of one of the Young Harris study boxes (a smaller entrance box). Some of us had hoped that 
we might attract the higher elevation, small, Red-breasted Nuthatches to some of our boxes (they are recognized 
to nest in Macon and Jackson counties), however, no Red-breasted or even the more common White-breasted 
Nuthatches utilized any of the Macon-Jackson County boxes (perhaps more thoughts about this at a later date). 
The most frequent occupant of our nest boxes in both study areas were Carolina Chickadees (CACH) and 
therefore this species became the primary focus of much of the subsequent analysis. 

The 2016 nesting results from the HPAS matched pairs of bird boxes in Macon and Jackson 
counties demonstrated that there was only a slight overall bias by CACH towards using boxes with 
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smaller entrance holes (33 small entrance nest compared to 28 large entrance nests boxes; not a 
statistically significant difference…based on stats collected and analyzed by WCU). However, the similar 
set of identically prepared nest boxes around the Young Harris, GA, environment suggested a trend that 
CACH did preferentially occupy boxes with smaller diameter entrance holes by a ratio of over 3:1 (13 
small entrance CACH nesters but only 4 large entrance CACH nesters).  

Possible Interpretation: What might be a possible explanation for the apparent discrepancy in apparent 
CACH nest box hole size preferences between the two mountain study areas?  The data show that there was a 
much higher ratio of Eastern Bluebirds (EABL) to nesting CACH at the Young Harris campus (21/32 or 65 
percent), whereas in Macon and Jackson, there was a lesser ratio of EABL to CACH (18/61 or 29.5 percent). 
When there were elevated levels of EABL nesting activity (as was experienced at Young Harris), the CACH 
may end up nesting in the boxes with small entrance holes that are inaccessible to Bluebirds. Under 
environmental conditions that favor Bluebirds, Dr. Stanback’s paradigm may be generalizable to apply to 
smaller, less aggressive, cavity nesting species in general including our local CACH in particular. I think we 
may have a reasonably plausible answer to our original postulate! 

Discussion: This competition interpretation for the observed nesting data may not be terribly surprising 
in hindsight, however, the concept is well worth considering whenever effective management of cavity nesting 
birds is a priority. In the relative absence of larger competitors, it is conceivable that CACH, and perhaps other 
small avian cavity nesting species, may not even be overly concerned with the size of their front door to their 
nest cavity, however, when there is aggressive competition from larger species in the neighborhood, the avian 
neighbor that comes knocking on your door becomes important. A useful, possible (but untested) corollary to 
the these hypothesizes might be that, in the absence of a larger competitive species (as in woodland habitats that 
don’t encourage Bluebirds) nest boxes with larger entrance holes may be quite acceptable for enabling CACH 
nesting, as well as other less aggressive woodland species that might benefit from larger nest cavity entrances 
(e.g., Tufted Titmice and possible White-breasted Nuthatches). 

Future analysis: What happens when one has nest cavity aggression/competition between two small 
species, such as House Wrens and less aggressive CACH?  This alternative scenario is expected to be the focus 
of graduate student research this season…our HPAS nest boxes keep on helping to provide insights!   

There is already a wealth of information and hints at understanding mountain cavity nesting bird 
behavior in the data that many of you have helped to make available by hosting pairs of nest boxes for the last 
two seasons. This coming season should continue the process as you continue to maintain and monitor your nest 

boxes and HPAS members and Drs. 
Milenkaya and Ballantine and graduate 
students continue to rigorously investigate 
parameters that are important to 
understanding cavity-nesting birds in our 
local mountain environments. Thank you 
for your interest and community 
involvement! 
        

Russell Regnery 
                                            
      
Nest Box Observations Through 

March 
 Our HPAS nest box initiative, first 
suggested by Russ Regnery, and under the 
leadership of Michelle Styring, has now 
produced two years of data on avian Russ Regnery and Michelle Styring collect data on one of the many 

nest boxes on the plateau as part of the nest box project. 
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nesting behavior in strategically placed nest boxes.  
 In the first year, beginning in 2014, 100 nest boxes were placed on the Highlands Plateau and 
arrangements made for more than 30 volunteers to monitor these boxes during the spring and summer of 2015. 
Of the 100 nest boxes, 50 “A” boxes contained small, 1 1/8 inch diameter entrance holes and 50 “B” boxes 
offered larger 1 ½ inch diameter entrances.  

 What was observed in the spring and summer of 2015 both informed and encouraged us all. 
Overall, 85 percent of all nest boxes contained nesting materials, evenly distributed across A and B 
boxes. Carolina Chickadees nested earliest and most frequently, accounting for 36 nests in A boxes and 
32 nests in B boxes. House Wrens built 18 of their nests in A boxes and 11 in B boxes. We had 19 
Eastern Bluebird nests, all in B boxes.  

 For 2016, HPAS added 26 pairs of new nest boxes, bringing the total amount of avian “real estate” to 
152 nest boxes. In addition, two academic ornithologists joined our research effort: Professor Olga (Olya) 
Milenkaya of Young Harris College in Georgia; and Professor Barbara Ballentine of Western Carolina 
University in Cullowhee.  
 The observational results produced three data sets. First, HPAS continued to monitor its 152 nest boxes 
with over 30 monitors, including many homeowners “hosting” two or more nest boxes. Second, Dr. Ballentine 
and her student Traci Ballance monitored 128 of the 152 HPAS nest boxes and conducted intense research with 

nesting Carolina Chickadees. Third, Dr. Milenkaya, with HPAS 
support, monitored 106 Young Harris nest boxes, including 99 
newly installed nest boxes, on or near the campus of Young 
Harris College. Statistics on these three data sets will be reported 
separately. 
 
HPAS Volunteer Monitoring Observations 
 Concerning only the HPAS data on 152 nest boxes, we 
observed a 75 percent occupancy rate, evenly distributed across 
A and B nest boxes. Carolina Chickadees were the most frequent 
nesters, appearing in 42 percent of all boxes and showing a clear 
preference for A over B boxes (Table 1; 64 percent versus 34 
percent). House Wrens occupied 26 percent of all boxes, 54 
percent of their nests appearing in A boxes and 44 percent in B. 
Eastern Bluebirds nested in 16 percent of the 152 boxes, 
virtually all of which appeared in B nest boxes. Tree Swallows 
were found in 9 percent of all boxes, those almost exclusively in 
B nest boxes. Varying across species, 30-50 percent of nests 
produced offspring that fledged. 
 
Table 1. 2016 results from citizen monitoring of 152 nest boxes – 76 

pairs with two different size entrances, “A” (1 1/8” diameter) and “B” (1 ½” diameter) – in Macon and Jackson counties, 
NC. 
 

Total Nesting by Box Type 
# of nests (% total) 

Species Preference for Box Type 
# of nests (% total) 

Nest Box Activity by Species 
# of nests (% total) 

Species* A Boxes B Boxes All Boxes 
Nests 
In A 

Nests 
In B 

2nd 
Nests Eggs Nestlings Fledged 

 
CACH 41 (54%) 

 
22 (29%) 

 
64 (42%) 

 
41 (64%) 22 (34%) 3 (4%) 

 
55 (86%) 

 
46 (72%) 

 
23 (36%) 

 
EABL 

 
21 (28%) 

 
17 (22%) 

 
39 (26%) 

 
21 (54%) 

 
17 (44%) 

 
16 (41%) 

 
21 (84%) 

 
15 (60%) 

 
13 (52%) 

          

Eastern Bluebird nest and eggs can be seen in this 
nest box. Several species have used the nest boxes.  
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HOWR 1 (1%) 24 (32%) 25 (16%) 1 (4%) 24 (96%) 10 (40%) 17 (44%) 16 (41%) 13 (33%) 
 
TRSW 

 
1 (1%) 

 
13 (17%) 

 
14 (9%) 

 
1 (7%) 

 
13 (93%) 

 
4 (29%) 

 
10 (71%) 

 
7 (50%) 

 
6 (43%) 

 
TUTI 

 
0 (0%) 

 
2 (2.5%) 

 
2 (<1%) 

 
0 (0%) 

 
2 (100%) 

 
-- 

 
2(100%) 

 
2 (100%) 

 
2 (100%) 

*CACH = Carolina Chickadee; EABL = Eastern bluebird; HOWR = House Wren; TRSW = Tree Swallow; TUTI = Tufted 
Titmouse. 
 
Western Carolina University Monitoring Results 
 The 128 nest boxes monitored by Dr. Ballentine and Traci Ballance showed a 72 percent occupancy rate 
overall. Species frequencies in the nest boxes were similar to those observed by HPAS monitors in the 152 
boxes that the 128 boxes were a subset of. Carolina Chickadees were the most frequent and the earliest nesters. 
The intense monitoring of 61 Carolina Chickadee nests showed the following: 
 

Eggs Reproductive Success Fledging* 
April 4: First Carolina Chickadee egg. 
April 19-21: peak dates for egg laying. 
May 12: Last egg appeared. 

The offspring from 30 Carolina 
Chickadee nests fledged while 31 
failed to produce fledglings. 

Occurred from May 13-June 15. 
May 25-28: peak dates for fledging. 
*using iButton temperature data 

 
Data will be forthcoming on the growth rate of chicks according to body weight. 
 
Young Harris College Monitoring Observations 
 From the 106 of her Young Harris boxes that she monitored from Mid-March to late June, Dr. 
Milenkaya observed a 72 percent and 81 percent occupancy rate in A and B nest boxes respectively. Around 38 
percent of nests were Carolina Chickadee nests, and there was some evidence of a preference for the A boxes in 
this species. Approximately 25 percent of all nests were Eastern Bluebird nests, and they showed a clear 
preference for the B nest boxes. Around 19 percent of the nest box nests were House Wrens, evenly divided 
between A and B nest boxes. From these observations, the following timeline emerged: 
 

March 28 March 29 April 3 April 25 June 11 
First Carolina Wren 
eggs appeared. 

First Carolina 
Chickadee eggs. 

First Eastern Bluebird 
eggs. 

First House Wren 
eggs. 

Last Carolina Chickadee 
chicks fledged 

  
 These three data sets for 2016 are both overlapping and independent and produce findings that converge 
in important ways and diverge in other informative ways. These convergences and divergences will be studied 
by our Nest Box Committee and two academic ornithologists. In the meantime, our nest box initiative enters its 
third year of observing and reporting upon avian nesting behavior on the Highlands Plateau.  

William McReynolds  
 

International Migratory Bird Day 
 International Migratory Bird Day (IMBD) celebrates bird migration while bringing attention to the 
challenges faced by migratory birds. IMBD is celebrated in Canada, the US, Central and South America as well 
as in the Caribbean at protected areas, parks, community centers, zoos and more.  
 While HPAS is not a sponsor, we will be participating in the Balsam Trust’s IMBD Festival on May 
20th, from 10 a.m.-3 p.m., at the Jackson County Rec Center, 88 Cullowhee Mountain Road, in Cullowhee. 
HPAS will celebrate IMBD with a special bird walk with Jack Johnston at Dixon Park, Highlands, on that day. 
Thus you can enjoy a fun outing in the morning and still catch the festival in the afternoon! 

Romney Bathurst 
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Membership Renewals are Due in May 
 This month, be on the lookout for your membership renewal letter in the mail. You may renew at several 
different levels as listed below. If you choose to join or renew at the level of Friend or higher*, you may request 
to have membership in National Audubon paid by HPAS. Your contribution helps HPAS continue to offer field 
trips, presentations, and activities throughout the spring, summer and fall. As a member, you will continue to 
receive our newsletter publication and will stay informed about outings, programs, and other HPAS news. 
  
Membership Levels: 
Individual $15   |   Family $25   |   *Friend $100   |   *Donor $250   |   *Patron $500   |   *Benefactor $1,000 

 
Audubon NC Lobby Day is Tuesday, April 4  

On April 4, join fellow bird-lovers from across our state for Audubon NC's first Lobby Day. Together 
we will ask our NC General Assembly members to support our key policy priorities for birds. You don't need to 
be an expert. Audubon NC will fully prepare you for your visits, most of which will be in groups. To register, 
visit: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/audubon-nc-lobby-day-tickets-32272997404. 

 
May & June HPAS Outings, Activities & Programs 

Visit www.highlandsaudubonsociety.org or call 828-526-1939. All events are free. Birders of all levels are welcome. 
 

May 6 - Birding for beginners and beyond at the Biological Station and Sunset Rocks with Romney Bathurst. 
Meet at Founders Park in Highlands at 7:30 a.m. Small amount of uphill walking; loaner binoculars available. 
May 13 - Birding with Ellen and Jim Shelton going to Flat Mountain Road. Meet at Founders Park in Highlands 
at 7:30 a.m. Easy walking on gravel roads and mostly smooth trails; loaner binoculars available. 
May 16 - Birds & Beer (or wine or tea) at the Ugly Dog in Cashiers. Spirited discussion of birds and birding 
starting at 5:30 p.m. and continuing with sandwiches and other pub grub. 
May 20 - Birding with Jack Johnston, Botanist, at Dixon Park, Highlands. Meet at Founders Park in Highlands 
at 7:30 a.m. Level trail walking; loaner binoculars available. 
May 27 - Birding with Professors Jeremy Hyman and Barbara Ballentine of WCU on the Blue Ridge Parkway. 
Meet at Cashiers Rec Center at 7 a.m. Roadside birding and easy walking; loaner binoculars available. 
June 3 - Birding for beginners and beyond at Cashiers Commons with Russ Regnery, President of HPAS. Meet 
at the Cashiers Rec Center at 7:30 a.m. Easy walking; loaner binoculars available. 
June 6 - Chapter Potluck Dinner at 6 p.m. followed by a presentation by NC Audubon’s Curtis Smalling 
speaking about “How Our Local Birds are Doing: A Species Rollcall.”  The presentation will begin at 7:30 p.m. 
Both events are at the Highlands Civic Center, 600 N 4th Street. 
June 8 - Birding in Panthertown Valley with Brent Martin, Southern Appalachian Regional Director with The 
Wilderness Society. Meet at 7 a.m. at the Cashiers Rec Center. Bring water and your camera. Long uphill walk 
on return leg will be taken slowly!   
June 13 – The Charlotte Raptor Rehab Center presents “Birds of the World” at 7 p.m. at the Highlands 
Biological Station at 265 N 6th Street. This family-friendly program will feature exotic, non-native birds of prey 
from all over the world including one of the most elusive owls on the planet. 
June 17 - Birding with Brock Hutchins to Jones Gap and Turtle Pond Road. Meet at Founders Park in 
Highlands at 7:30 a.m. Moderate amount of easy hiking; loaner binoculars available. 
June 20 - Birds & Beer (or wine or tea) at the Ugly Dog in Highlands. Spirited discussion of birds and birding 
starting at 5:30 p.m. and continuing with sandwiches and other pub grub. 
June 24 - Curtis Smalling, Director of Conservation, NC Audubon, will lead a walk along Rich Gap Road, 
Highlands. Meet at Founders Park at 7:30 a.m.; loaner binoculars will be available. Roadside birding: easy. 
June 27 - “Hello Mister: A Birding Tour Adventure in Indonesia” by Romney Bathurst at 7 p.m. in the rear 
meeting room of the Hudson Library in Highlands, 554 Main Street. 
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Volunteer with HPAS 
We are recruiting for the following leadership positions: Secretary, Chair for the Field Trips Committee 

and Chair for the Nominating & Leadership Development Committee. 
  Without volunteers there would be no ‘grass roots’ to most community organizations and, in the 
example of a local Audubon chapter, there would be no organization at all. HPAS has a healthy organizational 
structure that encourages turnover. The ‘price we pay’ for healthy leadership turnover is that the organization 
must routinely find new volunteer leaders. We must cultivate our own homegrown leadership. If you aren’t 
already, please consider volunteering to the long-term viability of HPAS. Let us know if you are interested. 

Russell Regnery 
 

Officers 
 
President -- Russ Regnery, 404-558-1085   Secretary – vacant 
Vice - President – Bill Peavey, 828-369-1553                              Treasurer – Brock Hutchins, 770-486-3715 

 
Directors and Committee Chairs 

 
Communications – Michelle Ruigrok                             Nominating & Leadership Development – vacant 
Conservation – Kyle Pursel                  Program – Bill Peavey 
Education – Ann Campbell                   
Field Trips – vacant       At Large – Romney Bathurst  Glenda Zahner    
Finance – Brock Hutchins             Pat Strickland  Jeremy Hyman  
Hospitality – Sheila Peavey             Mary Palmer Dargan  
Membership & Development – Mary Jo Askew and Sarah Pursel        Olga Milenkaya   
Nest Boxes –  Michelle Styring              George Kaye   
Newsletter Editor: Jessica Webb    Web Master:  Jean McCormick  
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